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NONPARAMETRICESTIMATION OF THE SINGULARITIES
OF A SIGNAL FROM NOISY MEASUREMENTS
A. I. KATSEVICHAND A. G. RAMM
(Communicated by Wei Y. Loh)
Abstract. We study a problem of locating and estimating singularities of a
signal measured with noise on a discrete set of points (fixed-design model).
The signal consists of a smooth part with bounded first derivative and of finite
number of singularities of the type (x - ti)p±d¡■,0 < p < j . The case p = 0
corresponds to a piecewise continuous function. The algorithm is based on
convolving the data with a kernel having compact support. Optimal bandwidth
of the kernel is calculated, the consistency of the algorithm is proved. The
results of testing the proposed algorithm on model examples are presented.

1. Introduction
The problem of locating singular points of a function is of interest in many
applications [1-9]. For example, the recovery of discontinuity curves of a function f(x), x e R2 , from its Radon transform /(a, t), 0 < a < n, pel,
leads to the problem of finding the singular locus of f(a, t) [6, 8], such that in
a neighborhood of the point (a, t^ (a))

fia,t)=sia,t)

+ dia)it-t0i]ia))p±,

p=\,

d(a)¿0,

where sia, t) is a smooth function, and

ri n

(L1)

(x tn)" -Sl*-W

if ±(*-'o)>o,

(*-'o)±-(0

if±(x_io)<o.

In this paper we develop an algorithm for locating and estimating singularities
of a signal six) measured with noise at a discrete equidistant set of points. The
signal is supposed to have a finite number of singularities of the type (1.1) with
known exponent p, 0 < p < \ . The idea of the algorithm resembles that of the
nonparametric kernel estimation [4] and consists in convolving the data with
an odd piecewise constant kernel having compact support.
Similar problems have been studied in [2, 3] using global approach based on
modified smoothing splines. In the particular case p = 0 our algorithm reduces
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to the template matching technique which is used within a different framework
in computer vision for edge detection [1, 5].
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the algorithm and calculate the optimal kernel bandwidth. Section 3 is devoted to the investigation of
basic properties of the proposed algorithm. We show that this algorithm is consistent in the following sense: for any a priori fixed probability e , 0 < e < 1,
of the first kind error, "there is a singularity at a given point when there is none"
and for any "size" d -/ 0 of a singularity d(x-xo)± the probability of missing
it and the accuracy of its localization go to zero as the stepsize goes to zero. In
§4 we briefly discuss the case p = 0 (localization and estimation of discontinuities of a piecewise differentiable signal) as a particular case of the general
theory developed in §§2 and 3. The numerical results of testing the proposed
algorithm are presented in §5. The proofs of all lemmas from §3 are given in
the Appendix.

2. Finding singularities

of a piecewise-smooth function

We use the following model. Let the known data be

(2.1)

u¡ = Si + n¡,

Sj := s(x¡),

x¡ = ih,

ieTL,

where Z = {0, ± 1, ±2, ...} and the random errors n¡ are independent, iden-

tically distributed with

(2.2)

E(ninj) = {^
[0

'*\~.J:
if i ¿ j ,

E{n,) = 0.

The signal is assumed to be of the form

s(x) = s(x) + ^2(x-t^dk,

dk = consX, 0<p<\,

xeR1.

k

Here s(x) is a smooth part of the signal with the known estimate of its first

derivative

(2.3)

\s'(x)\ < C.

The points tk will be called singularities or singular points (that is, the points
at which a one-sided limit of s'ix) equals infinity if p > 0 or six) has a jump if
p = 0 ), dk will be called coefficients of the singularities, and p will be called the

exponent of singularity. The singularities (x - tk)p±will be called right and left
respectively, or "+" and "-" type singularities. We assume that tk are located
sufficiently far from each other. This restriction will be formulated precisely
later. The problem is to find points tk and values dk and determine the type

of singularity: if it is ix - tk)p+or (x - tk)p_. First we derive an algorithm for
the solution of this problem and then investigate its properties.
Let us assume that the singular point to is at the middle of the interval
[xj , Xj+X]: ?o= (xj + Xj+x)/2, and consider the "+" type singularity
(2 4)

{ S^

= S^ + ^X~ to)Pd° '

1 six) = s(x),

x-to>

x < to,

o<p<±

~

~ 2'

We do not include other singularities ( k -^ 0 ) in (2.4), since we assume that
they are located outside the neighborhood Aq of to in which we work. In
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particular, it is assumed that

s(x) + £>

- tky±dk

'm+e(vtV
fcp/0\

k¿0

<C,

x e A0

(X - tk)±

The last inequality holds if the distance between two neigboring singularities
satisfies
(2.5)

|ífc+1_í/k|>^£__j

,

where A is a sufficiently large number and dmax is the upper bound of the
singularity coefficients. Similarly, it is assumed that in a neighborhood of each
singularity the derivative of a smooth part of a signal still has the bound C.
Let us define the following estimate d¡ of do :

(2.6)

dj = U=x i+JMU=\

hpZZid-L2)p

i+j.

Representing the signal on both sides of to by the Lagrange formula, one has

(2.7)
si+j = s(t0) + (i - \)hs'(Zi) + Hi - \Wdo,
ti e (t0, t0 + (i - \)h),
s-i+j = sito) - (i + %)hS'it-i),
É-¿ 6 (to - (i + j)h, h).
Substituting (2.1) and (2.7) into (2.6) and using (2.3), one obtains a formula
for the error of the estimate (2.6):

(2.8)
\dj-d0\ =

e£i Ki - üinzu+nt-M)] + zlLi(nJ+i
- nM+l)\

hp\Ztx(i-\)p
< ^Ch\Ztx(i-X2)
\LlM]+i-nHi+x)\ _ CM2h+ \v\
2> +
t \2-,j=\
^M ti _ L\d
ud k^m t; _ Iy>
hpizlx(i-l2y
hPYZid-\y
^M I ;

1 \ , I STM

where
M

(2.9)

u = J2(»J+'-nj-i+i)1=1

Let us fix e, 0 < e < 1, and find xe such that P{\v\ > xe} = e, where
P stands for probability. Assuming that M is sufficiently large and using the
Central Limit Theorem (or assuming that «, are Gaussian), one gets from (2.2)

(2.10)

veyV(0,2Mo2),

where yY(0, o2) is the class of the Gaussian random variables with zero mean
value and variance a2 . Thus xe satisfies the equation erfc(xe/2v/Â7cr) = e ,
where erfc(x) = -t= ¡™exp(-t2)dt.
Hence, xe = 2v/Ä7t7erfcr1(e) • From

(2.8) it follows that the inequality
,,,«

(2.11)

,3

AX^ CM2h + 2yfMaerfe-x(c)

\dj-do\<-¡7-:-:=Ad(M)

hpyZlx(i-\)p

.
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holds with probability 1 - e . Minimizing the right-hand side of (2.11) with
respect to M yields the optimal value Mopt and the optimal value of the
estimate AdopX.It is easy to see that (2.11) holds also for the "-" type singularity
(x - to)-do ■ If there is no singularity in the interval A; := [Xj-M°*+\, Xj+m«*],
the largest possible value of the estimate (2.11) is also bounded by AdopXwith
probability 1 - e (take do = 0 in (2.11)). Therefore, one can formulate the
following
A. Algorithm for locating and estimating singularities of a signal. Consider the
points xkn at which \dkn\ > Adopt, and assume that these points are arranged so
that \dki\ > \dk2\>••• . The point Jci := (xkl +xki+x)/2 is taken as the estimate
of the singular point. The corresponding value dki is taken as the estimate of the
coefficient of the singularity. Delete all the points from the set {xkn} such that
\xk„-x\\ < L, where L = ma\(Mopth, A(pdmax/C)T^) and A is the constant
in (2.5). Let xkj be the point with the largest value of \dk.\ among the remaining
ones. Then x2 := (xkj + xkj+x)/2 and dk are taken as the estimates of the next
singular point and the coefficient of the singularity, respectively. Repeating this
process, one estimates all singular points and corresponding coefficients.
If the conclusion has been made that there is a singularity at the middle of the
current interval, we need to determine if it is of "+" or "-" type. To this end let
us calculate the variation of the observed data for the left and right parts of the
interval A¡ separately. Since the derivative of the signal in the neighborhood
of singularity is large compared to C, the variance of the signal will be large
too, and one can conclude that the side with larger variance corresponds to the
side with singularity. Note that this does not hold if p = 0, i.e., if the signal
has discontinuity. But in this case one needs only to determine the sign of a
jump which is given by the sign of the estimate (2.6). Let us also note that
the exponents

p of the singularities

can vary from a singular point to another

singular point. However, one has to assume that these exponents are known.

3. Investigation

of the basic properties

of the algorithm

First let us calculate the probabilities of errors of each kind. From (2.8)(2.11) it follows that the probability of the conclusion "there is a singularity at
a given point" when there is none is less than e . To find the probability S of
missing a singularity let us assume that the singularity is of the type (x - ¿o)+rfo

with do > 0. Then one has from (2.3), (2.9), and (2.10)
Ô = P{dj < Adopl}

(3 n

-pr+
Í

m°»

< P < -v > d0hp £(/

2

\

»Ein«--*)'

i

)

- {)" - 2C(MopX)2h- 2^/MW(Jerfc-x(e) \

2s/MWo

V'
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To study the asymptotics of S as h —>0, one needs the following lemma
(the proofs of all lemmas from this section are given in the appendix):

Lemma 1. One has

(3.2)
MopX= cxh~2l\l + o(l)),

hPY,(i-\)p
i=\

= c2h^ (1 + o(l))

ash^O,

where the constants cx, c2> 0 depend only on C, a, p and do not depend on

h.
Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), one gets

t < ierfc (^^(^om)-2CcHi+o(m-'"'.

- 2

V

_ erfc-1(£)\

2v/c,«-y'(i + p)(i))pT

7

= lerfcte^
- c) < -L™y^AA-f}
2
y/n
(c3AV-c4)

- 0 asA-0,

since p < 1. Here c^ and c\ are some constants and e, 0 < e < 1, is fixed.
Clearly, the same result holds for do < 0. Hence we proved the following
Theorem 1. For any fixed e , 0 < e < 1, and i/0^0,
singularity goes to zero as h —»0.

the probability of missing

To find the localization accuracy, let us assume that the singularity is of the
form (x - to)+do with do > 0 and let us compare the values d¡ and dj+x, that
is, consider the cases when the singularity is at the middle of the interval and
when the interval has been shifted A^ points to the right, A^< Mopt. When the
singularity is at the middle of the interval, d, is given by (2.6) with M = Mopi.
When the interval has been shifted A^ points to the right, the estimate is

(,-, -,-,'

À

H"--

2->i=\ ui+j+N - Lj=Q

*>EÍ7<M>'u-i+j+N ■

The localization accuracy is N0h if d¡ > dj+N for N0 < N < Mopl. Hence,

from (2.6) and (3.3) one gets
MoPi

(3.4)

A/op'-I

M°p'

Mop,-l

J2 ui+j- 53 u-i+J> 5Zuí+]+n
- 12 U-i+j+N
1=1

i=0

i=\

i=0

for all No < N < Mopt, where Nq is to be determined. Canceling the similar
terms on the left and right sides of (3.4) and using (2.1), (2.7), one obtains

(3.5)
N

N

dohpÍ2J^(i-\)p
- tf)'
^ i=i - J2(i
í=i +Mopx
>{-(D,'-î)aî'«')+ E (/-i)-w«:-i+i))
,

, N

Mor"

x

,=A,op._jV+i

N

'

1

+ Mopth53s'(tji) \ + v,
;-i
*

n¡e (Xi+jXi+J+Mm),
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where
M°pt-\

(3.6)

N+M0!"

N

v= 5] n-'+J+ E nt+J- 2J2n'+J'
i=MW-N

i=l+M°i><

1=1

The term in the braces on the right-hand side of (3.5) can be estimated as

follows:

(3.7)
/ N

1

A/0P'

1

í53(/-í)aí'(í,)+ E
\=1

l=AfOP»-V+l

fN(N+ 1) _ A

-C V

2

T+

\

N

'

1=1

('- í)W(í-í+o+A/optÄ535'(-7,)

Af^HAf^+l)

2

_ (A/QPt_7V)(A/opt_ at+1)

_ # + ^x

= 2CMoptNh.
Let us fix e', 0 < e' < 1, and find xt> such that
(3.8)

P{ù>xe,}

= e'.

Let us assume that n¡ are Gaussian. Since the linear combination of Gaussian
random variables is Gaussian, one gets from (2.2) and (3.6)

(3.9)

EiP) = 0,

a2iP) = 6No2,

v e yF(0, 6No2).

Hence

(3.10)

xf. = s/Í2Ñaerfc-xi2e').

Substitution of (3.7) and (3.10) into (3.5) yields

(3.11)
d0hpfp(N, Mopl)> 2CMopihN + s/TJÑoerfc~x(2c'),

N0 < N < Mopt,

where
N

(3.12)

N

/i,(^,A/)= 253(/-i^-53(/ + A/-i)^.
(=1

1=1

The smallest value N0 such that (3.11) holds for all N, N0 < N < Mopt,
guarantees the localization accuracy Noh with probability 1—e'. The existence
of such Ao for sufficiently large do follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. //" 0 < p < ' and M > 1, then fp(M, M) > 0.
Therefore, if we need the accuracy Noh , it will be guaranteed with probability
1 - e' if the following two conditions hold:

,„,„,

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

.

d0 >

2CAf°P'/iA + v/Î2A7aerfc-1(2e')

max
-,
N0+l<N<M°*<

fp(N, Mopt)>0

_ />r—-=-—-—-,
hPfp(N,Mopt)

for N0+ 1 < N < Mopt.

From (3.12) it follows that fp(N, M) as a function of N is increasing for
/i-rx

N>yp(M):=-

!

A/

+ ^—x>^

M

1

+ -.
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Therefore, if fp(N0, Mopt)> 0 and N0 > yp(MopX),
then fPiN, Mopt)> 0 for
all N > No . Note that inequality (3.13) by itself is not sufficient to guarantee
the localization accuracy N0h, because it may happen that the local maximum
of the estimate (2.6) is situated to the left of singular point to or farther than
Afopt points to the right of to . Hence, one needs Lemma 3, which asserts that
this is not the case. Repeating calculations similar to (3.3)—(3.13), one obtains

Lemma 3. (a) The case when the interval has been shifted N points to the right,
Mopt + 1 < N < 2Mopt, leads to an inequality weaker than (3.13) with N0 =
Mopt - 1, N = Mopt.

(b) The case when the interval has been shifted N points to the left, 1 < N <
Mopt, leads to an inequality weaker than (3.13) with the same value of N.
In fact, Lemma 3 means that the singularity (x - to)±do with the exponent
0 < P < 1/2 does not "propagate" too far: the maximum value of the estimate
(2.6) is in the interval [i0 - MopXh,t0 + Moplh] with the probability 1 - e',
provided that do is sufficiently large (see (3.13)). The reason for considering
only the cases formulated in Lemma 3 is clear from (2.6): the estimate d¡ is
proportional to the average value of the derivative of the signal in the interval
Aj = [Xj-M°i*+\.Xj+m°A■ If one shifts A7 more than Mopt points to the left,
then io ^ A; and the derivative of the signal is bounded by C. Hence the
estimate (2.6) will exceed the threshold A<ioptwith probability less than e.
The situation is different if one shifts the interval to the right of io • since
the derivative of the signal is large in the neighborhood of singularity. But,
since the derivative of the singular term is decreasing as the distance from io
is increasing, one sees that there is no need to consider N > 2Mopt, because
A/+2a/°p»is the closest interval to io such that A;+jvn A7 = 0.
Let us now study the behavior of the right-hand side of (3.13a) as h —>0.
Consider the worst case when N0 + 1 = Mopl. In this case (3.13a) reduces to

au)
v
'

a,u >arm
2C{M™V;,ff?A:ríc~'i2e'}o v y ==
hPfPiMopi, Mopt)

Lemma 4.

(3.15)

d0riin(h)= c3h^i(l+o(l))

ash^O,

where the constant c3 does not depend on h .
The above lemmas yield the following result.

Theorem 2. For any do # 0 and accuracy a > 0 of the localization of the
singularity (x - t0)±do, 0 < p < \ , the probability of localization error larger
than a goes to zero as h —»0.

Proof. Suppose for simplicity that do > 0. The case when do < 0 can be
considered similarly. Let us fix any e' > 0 and find ho such that the probability
of an error larger than a is less than e' for any h < ho. Lemma 3 asserts that
if one wants the accuracy (Afopt- I)h with probability 1 - e', it is sufficient
to satisfy (3.14). Using Lemmas 1 and 4, find hx and h2 such that

Mopthx = cxh\ß(l + o(i)) <a,

d^(h2)

= c^(1

+ o(l)) < d0.
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Let A(h) be the localization error, and let ho = min(/zi, h2). Then, since
d^ih) < dfi^iho) < do and MopXh< Mopih0< a, one has

P{Aih) >a}< P{A(h) > Mopth}< e' for h < h0.
Theorem 2 is proved.

4. Localization

of jumps

Since the problem of jump localization from noisy data is practically important, we consider the case p = 0 separately. Many formulas from previous
sections can be considerably simplified if p = 0. Letting p = 0 in (2.11), one

gets

(4.1)

\dj-d0\ < Ad(M) = CMh + -^=oerfc~x(e).
vM

Minimization of the right-hand side of (4.1) with respect to Af yields
Mopt =

(4.2)

foerfç-x(e)\2/^

I

Ch )

Adopt = Ad(MopX)« 3(erfc-1(e))i/J(C/2)1/V</3.
Note that (4.2) agrees with Lemma 1, which asserts Mopt = 0(h~2/3) as

h —>0. Substitution of p = 0 and (4.2) into (3.1) (with do replaced by \do\ to
cover cases do > 0 and do < 0 ) gives the probability of missing a jump given
its value d0 :

To find the accuracy of jump localization, put p = 0 in (3.11) (with do

replaced by \d0\) and (3.12). One has foiN, M) = N and

(4.4)

|d0| > 2CMopth+ J^aerfc~x(2e'),

N0+1<N<

Mopl.

Since the right-hand side of (4.4) is a strictly decreasing function of N, one
concludes that the localization accuracy Noh is guaranteed with probability
1 - e' if the jump magnitude do satisfies (4.4) for N = No + 1 (this inequality
is much easier verifiable than the general inequality (3.13)). Conversely, the
accuracy of the jump localization, given the jump magnitude d0 , is

(4.5)

NQh

"

/ gerfc-1(26Q \21

V|ú?o|-2CA/°pt,V

Define No := A^e') to be the expression in the brackets in equation (4.5). Let
us summarize the results.
Theorem 3. Let p = 0. Then the algorithm A detects jumps with the probability
1 - ö, where the estimate (4.3) of ô depends on the jump magnitude and on the
fixed probability e of the "false alarm" error. For any e' with 0 < e' < 1 and
No(e ) < Mopt, formula (4.5) gives the accuracy of the jump localization, such
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that the localization error larger than N0h occurs with the probability less than
e'.

5. Numerical

experiments

The algorithms described in §§2 and 4 have been tested on model examples.
Figure 1 shows the results of applying the algorithm for singularity localization.
The test function (solid line)

s(x) = 0.02(x - 5)2 + (x- 5)°3
is corrupted at each point by noise (dotted line) with uniform distribution,
zero mean, and standard deviation a = 0.15. The observation points are
x¡ = 0.05/, 0 < / < 200. The probability of "false singularities" is chosen e =
0.005, the corresponding optimal bandwidth, obtained by minimizing (2.11), is
Mopt = 17. The jc-coordinate of the big dot represents the position of the found
singularity to = 5.1 (the true position is to = 5 ). The y-coordinate of the dot
is equal to the coefficient of the singularity estimated by (2.6) with p = 0.3:
do = 1.04 (the true value is do = 1 ). No "false singularities" have been detected
in this model. The probability of missing the singularity calculated by formula

(3.1) is S < 1.4 - 10"9.
The results of testing the algorithm for jump localization are presented in
Figure 2 on the next page. The test function (solid line)

J 0.02(x - 5)2- 0.5,

x<5,

5(X)_ I 0.02(jc- 5)2 + 0.5,

x>5

is corrupted by the uniformly distributed noise (dotted line) with zero mean
value and a = 0.4. The observation points are x, = yj/, 0 < i < 150. The
probability e is equal to 0.01, and the corresponding MopX,calculated by (4.2),

0

2

4

Figure

6

1. Singularity localization

8

10
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1.5

0.5

-0.5

Figure 2. Jump localization

is 14. The x-coordinate of the big dot represents the position of the estimated
jump t0 = 5 (which coincides with its true position), the v-coordinate of the
dot equals the estimate of the jump magnitude do = 1.14 (the true value is
1). No "false jumps" have been detected in this example. The probability of
missing the jump calculated by formula (4.3) is ô < 6.1 • 10~2.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1. Let us first prove the following simple formula

A/

Af"+1
53(/__) 1\ = __(i+0(i))

(A.1)

i=i

asAf->oo.

P+Í

One has
/•M

M

\ (x-\ydx<Y¡^-\)p<\

Jx

/=1

çM+\

J\

(x-\)pdx

Thus

T.lx(i-\)p~!oXpdx
SoXPdx
<

!¡¡*\x-\Ydx+[s»*dx-i»{x-vrd¿i
SfxPdx
(M + {)p+x- (M - {f+x + mp+x - (M - \y+x + (\y+x
MP+X

as M -> oo. Hence
M

E(/'-2J

Mp+X
= y0 x"dx(i + oii[)) =-r(l+o(l))

p+1

asA/^oo.
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Now let us prove that Mopt -» oo as h -> 0. Let us argue by contradiction.
Assume that there exists M0 > 0 such that Afopt < M0 as h -+ 0. Pick
any S -c 2cTerfc_1(e)>Put ^o = S/CM^, and fix any h < h0 in (2.11). The
numerator of (2.11) grows like Mxl2 (for M < Mo), and the denominator
grows like Mp+X (see (A.l)). Hence

Ad(Mo + i)< Ad(M) VAT, 1 < M < M0;
in particular, Ad(M0 + 1) < Ad(Mopi), which contradicts the definition of
Afopt. To prove the first assertion of Lemma 1, denote t = M h and substitute
(A.l) into (2.11) to get

. .,,. _ qf + ^erfc-'(6)
<A-2)

" ¿£r(i+'*(i»
= (p + 1)(1+ o(l))[Ci'-p + v/iÄr'^-^erfc-'ie)].

The expression in brackets attains its minimum at t = ¿opt, where
t _ /2aerfc-1(6)(p

V

+ l/2)\2/3

c(i-p)

1/3

)

Thus Afopt is given by the formula
(A.3)
Afopt= d/r2/3(l+o(l)),
where

/2(rerfc-l(e)0 + l/2)\2/3

Ci~{

ciTF)

) ■

Substituting (A.3) into (A.2), one obtains

Ad(Mopt)= 0(h^)

ash^O.

Combining (A.l) and (A.3) yields the last assertion of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let us consider first the case p = \.

fxl2(M + 1, M + 1) - fxl2(M, M)
= 2y/M+l/2-y/2M
+ 3/2
M

~ E ( v7'+ M + l /2 - Vi + M - l/l\
i=i ^
'
,_

,_

i

M

> 2./Í7TT72--V2W3/2 - j £ 7__
>2^M+~Tj2-y/2M+3/2--

= (a2s/M+1/2 + y/M-lll\
One has fx/2(l, 1) = (2-\fi)/y/2

2 Jo

i

\/x + M - 1/2

- (y/2M + 3l2 + s/2M-ll2\

> 0.

> 0, hence, fx/2(M, M) > 0 for all

M > 1. Now let 0 < p < i2 . One has
M

f(M M) 2Y
Jp{ '

r--TT^

^^

' ~ f^
av - i/2y¡2-p
i=i
'
'

M

Y

^ + M-V2

^i=i (i+M-i/2)x'2-p

•
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Since (i - \yi2-p < MxI2~p <(i + M- \)xI2~p for 1 < / < M, it follows that

fp(M, M) > 1^L-fm(M, M) > 0.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let us consider the first claim, Afopt+1 <N < 2MopX. The
basic inequality is
Mopt

(A.4)

A/op'-I

Mopt

M°pt-1

5] ui+j- E u-i+j> E Ui+j+N
- E u-i+j+Ni=l

i=0

i=l

¡=0

Canceling similar terms on the left and right sides of (A.4), using (2.1) and
(2.4), one obtains
,Mopl

N

M^+N

doh"[ZV-&+ E
Vl=l

('-!)*- E v-ïr)

i=N-M°V+l

i=N+l

'

Mopt

Mopt

> - !>' - i)* [?(&)+s'tf-.+i)]+A^optÄ
E **(*)+b.
i=i
¡=i
where
A^,p,+Ar

M°p,-1

N~M0Vt

N

M0"'

(r\.6)u=53 »j+i+E *>-'"■
E ">+'~E ^+'~2 E
i=N+l

¡=0

i=l

i=1+M°p'

nJ+t-

i=N~M°Pt+\

The last sum in (A.6) is defined to be zero if A^ = 2Afopt. Estimating the

right-hand side of (A.5) with probability 1 - e , one gets

(A.7)

d0hpFpiN, Mopt)> 2C{Mopt)2h+ xt,

Mopt+1<N<

2Mopt,

where
M

(A.8)

N

FPiN,M)= 53(/-\)p+
1=1

M+N

53 (i-\yi=Af-M+l

and xe is determined from the condition

53 (i- I)p
1=^+1

P{0 > xe} = e. From (A.6) and

(2.2) it follows that v e JYiO, (8Afopt- 2N)o2). Hence
xt = 2V4Af°Pt-Ao-erfc-1(2e),

and (A.7) takes the form

dohpFPiN, Mopl)> 2C{Mopt)2h+ 2V^Mopl - Naerfc~xi2e),

(A.9)

Afopt+ 1 < AT< 2Afopt.

Comparing (A.9) and (3.11) with A^ = Mopt, one sees that to prove the
first assertion of Lemma 3 it is sufficient to show FPiN, M) > fPiM, M) for
M + 1 < N < 2M. From (3.12) and (A.8) it follows that one needs to prove
the inequality
M

1M

M

i=1

i=M+\

1=1

N

M+N

YM-V-Y.v-\ysYM-&+ E o--^-E(
i=N-M+\

i=N+l
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Cancelation of the similar terms yields the equivalent inequality
N-M

M+N

N

¡=1

¡=2M+1

¡=M+1

E(,'-î)p+ E o'-i)p<2E (¿-i-)''

which can be rewritten as
N-M

(A.10) 53 {[ix,+ 2M)P- (jc#+ M)p]- [(xt+ M)p- xf]} < 0, Xi= i-\.
1=1

Since 0 < p < 1/2 and M > 0, one has

(Xi+ 2M)P - ix¡ + M)p < (Xi+ M)p - xf,
which proves (A. 10) and the first claim in Lemma 3.
In a similar fashion it is easy to show that the case when the interval has
been shifted N points to the left, 1 < N < Mopt, leads to an inequality weaker
than (3.11) with the same A\ Indeed, the resulting inequality is
Mop'

d0hp 5Z

(i-\f>

2CMopthN
+ y/Ï2Noerfc-x(2e),

1<N< MopX,

i=M°^-N+\

and from the equation
M

/

N

N

'-N+1

V

1=1

1=1

53 o-^-(2 53(/-ir-53(/+A/-i)M
'

= ¿ ((i - \ + M)p + (i - \ + M - N)p - 2(i - \)p\ > 0
;=i
one obtains the desired assertion.
Proof of Lemma 4. Using the approach from the proof of Lemma 1, one obtains
the estimate

(ATI)
ÍpC' /

hp W.

+ ,v-i)

l\p

(2Moplh)p+l - (MopXh)p+l

,p»

*)

y

*) (1+„(1)) „„_„.

Combining (3.2), (3.12), (3.14), and (A.ll) yields
d*ù&tw\-

2C(Mopt)2h + Vl2Moptoerfc-x(2e')
L

(p+\)h

~(P+

'

const

\l +uyl>)

(p+l)h

\l~r°\1))

2C(Mopth)2 + y/l2Mopthoerfc-x(2e')
(3-2/'+1)(A/°pt/i)i'+1(l+o(l))
h2/3

(l+o(l))
3_2p+i A(p+i)/3'

= consXxh^(l+o(l))^0

as h^O,

where we used the inequality 2P+X< 3 for 0 < p < j . Lemma 4 is proved.
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